We’ll begin with the event which took place on 2nd of May in Odessa. There was so-called
“punitive action” against Ukrainians. Not less than 50 men were killed.
It was not so-called “punitive action”. It was definitely the real punitive action, implemented against the
people of Ukraine.
We sincerely mourn with the whole Ukraine and with Odessa. It is ‘infinitely bitter for us that such
events still came to the long-suffering land of Ukraine – in Odessa.
But we should understand these events, to avoid repeating mistakes, to reflect information aggression
and for that such tragedies become impossible to happen again.
People sorted out the technical part of this event circumstantially enough: videos, photos, everybody’s
actions are minutely described. We will not consider it, we’ll consider this event with another point of
view. Namely with position of management, what has really happened and how it became possible.
Everybody who watches and sorts out these events are surprised with police officers behavior that’s for
sure. It would seem that every police officer, according to the “Law of Police”, must use weapon without
warning to defeat criminal if he witness the crime encroaching on life and health of citizen. Criminals
were burning people alive in the House of Trade Unions, preventing firefighters to neutralize the fire.
Police had done nothing! As well as in many other cases. In fact, among other things, police must
interfere in all cases, if witnessed preparing for the crime. Production of Molotov’s Cocktails,
dismantlement the roadway for bricks - police officers saw everything, nevertheless they have done
nothing at all. It is obviously that interaction between police and hitmen took place. What is the
explanation of this interaction?
It is necessary to consider another event, to understand that. We’ll be back to this, but first of all it is
necessary to understand: the event in Odessa is not a special case, it was synchronized with events in
Slavyansk where the active phase of war fight began and with conflict on Russian-Ukrainian border
where nationalists under command of Djemilev tried to brake state boundary and committed wrongful
acts ( with Chubarov ). That is to say the level of organization is very very high, that is to say events
took place in different parts at the same time.
That’s why considering another event is nessesary. On May 3rd learned that on May 2nd members of
the “Right Sector” killed 10 civilians in village Andreevka. How that had happened? Video of witness
tells that civilians delt with soldiers that they will expend their ammunition shooting in the air and then
would leave. And while soldiers were doing it, 2 members of “Right Sector” and 5 foreign mercenaries
came up..and it’s even doesn’t matter who and how many - political commissars came up. And these
commissars began to shoot people. It is necessary to understand one thing here: none Ukrainian
soldier did not have the honor, conscience and courage enough to protect people and shoot these
killers. None of them aimed their guns at those who killed civilians. Why? Because the same
mechanism had been triggered in Odessa and in Andreevka - blind obedience to orders. They thought
“ It’s better to comply with the order, as it is better if something happens”. A society that has an army
and law enforcement like that - deeply morally ill, unfortunately, as it is necessary to regrettably admit.
This is an extremely important thing.

Well, everyone, of course, is interested in question: “Where does this cruelty appeared from?” Why do
men, or more precisely to say “sub men”, kill their ideological opponents just because they have
another opinion on smth. It happens due to an inferiority complex. Marginalization, the creation of the
Ukrainian according to the Austrian General Staff plan – means marginalization of consciousness. So,
the marginalization of consciousness leads to that a man begin to envy and hate the people around
him. He does not want himself to work, to produce something by his own labor, to gain respect. But he
hates people who are smarter, more efficient, capable and respected in society. They require an elite
status for themselves, and to live at the expense of society. And now, in the prevailing moral
parameters of society, if they come out with it and say “You must submit to us, for the simple reason
that I want to be a master, I want you to be my slaves, you have NO rights at all, and only I have these
rights, and in return, I will serve another ...” That is to say such kind of hierarchy – hierarchy of Chicken
house. If they come out with these to people, the people would not understand and accept it.
If you say this directly.
Yes, if you say this directly. However, they want to be masters in the society, they want to humiliate,
insult and suppress someone. Because to prove their own superiority and authority through they will do
something good with their hands: become a good turner, doctor, engineer, invent something, write a
novel and people would admire his talent – it’s just impossible for them. They are aware of it for
themselves internally, INTERNALLY. They will never tell it to the public. And in these circumstances,
they are left with the only option. And if they enter into polemics with the person they will definitely lose.
Therefore, they should not enter into polemics with people under any circumstances. Anyone who does
not accept their diktat should die - that is the principle.
And according to that principle they provide themselves quasi pseudo "elite" status in society. Which
does not need to work, and can only rule over "cattle" and that "cattle" will work for them. Second, they
disorient and intimidate all the people who can represent any danger for them. Some of them begin to
think that the way they behave – is the right one and join them; others – through the power, when you
do not have an opportunity to object, they break through the power. And robbing others, they further
improve their material status. That is what they are doing. That is important for them to have people
working for them as cattle, which they manage. And to achieve this goal, they are ready to serve any
political or military force, upon which they would be able to get people to obey them. From here, the
Ukrainian nationalists cooperation with Hitler, from here their sincere service to the United States now,
and right from here their active slogan. «Наша влада повiнна буде страшной». What is it about?
“The authority must be DREADFULL”. Do you understand? If it is not dreadfull, and if people will be
able to have their own opinion and have an opportunity to express it, they will never be able to stay in
power. To stay in power they need terror. Terror is necessary. And the worse will be the death of each
person, the guaranteed they will settle fear in the hearts of people – that’s the way THEY think. Were
they successful when they tried to settle fear in the hearts of people during the Great Patriotic War?
NO! All their atrocities people responded only one thing: the rebellion and total annihilation of fascist
scum. The same thing will happen in Odessa. There is no other option. But they tend to kill all who do
not agree to be their slaves, their cattle. And if earlier, before the events of May 2 in Odessa, the
question of what power would be in Ukraine, which public order would be in Ukraine, was still debated,
and there was something to talk about, after May 2 this question is closed. Authorities showed their
real face. And this kind of order will be in Ukraine. That if miners do not want to go into the mine and
work for free on these " conscious” there in Donbass or if workers do not want to operate the benches
in Dnepropetrovsk and roach for free on them, there will be Punitive Squads of "Right Sector " entitled

" National Guard ". And they demonstrated it . However, being bastards inherently, moral and physical
bastards - they want to look like "heroes". And from here “Ukraine above all”. Constantly demanding
lard for themselves, calling themselves "heroes". They need to "heroize" somehow. They need, due to
these established parameters of social morality, to show people that they supposedly forced to act so
brutally, they have to act that force, that they protect the people living here, the people who are forced
to work on them, on these bastards. They seem to protect people from the most terrible force. And this
terrible force, they have chosen, they found in the face Russia.
They are ready to serve .... Here, the hetman Doroshenko, he formulated that Ukraine should be sold
to anyone, but not to Russia, because, otherwise, the Ukrainians will not survive. And he paid
forTurkey and the Crimean Tatar Khanate with the people of Ukraine as slaves. And this all goes on.
For them the people - it's trash, it's the cattle that they can move and pull back and forth.

